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One of the best things about the United States is how diverse the landscape is. Just
about every type of ecosystem can be found here, from swamps to deserts to glaciers
and more.

Similarly, the population is incredibly diverse, which leads to fascinating
developments — like towns and homes built to look as if they came from abroad. As a
result, you can find some pretty unbelievable places across the country, both natural
and man-made.
We picked some of the most striking of them all to share with you — from lunar-like
landscapes to European-style castles in the American countryside.
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White Sands National Park
One of the newest national parks, White Sands in New Mexico, is a surreal field of
stark white dunes, some up to 60 feet tall. They're not made of sand, but of gypsum —
and this is the largest gypsum desert in the world.
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The Flower Fields at Carlsbad Ranch
If you prefer a more colorful backdrop for your photoshoot, visit the Flower Fields at
Carlsbad Ranch in California. There are 50 acres full of Giant Tecolote Ranunculus
flowers in all hues.
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Leavenworth, Washington
No passport? No problem. Head to Leavenworth, Washington to feel as if you've been
transported to Germany. The town mimics a Bavarian village, complete with an
Oktoberfest celebration each fall.
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The Wave
If you're looking to visit this impressive sandstone rock formation in Arizona, near the
border of Utah, you're going to have to work for it. Very few permits are issued to
visitors seeking to make the six-mile out-and-back hike — you have to be really lucky
to score one.
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Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks
There’s something incredibly humbling about standing next to a 300-foot-tall sequoia
tree, which is exactly what you can do in Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks.
They're located in California's Sierra Nevada mountains, and you can find the famous
General Grant tree here.
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The Biltmore Estate
The grand Biltmore Estate in Asheville, North Carolina, is the largest home in the
United States, built for George Vanderbilt in 1895. The 175,000-square-foot
house was designed to emulate a French châteaux. It has 35 bedrooms, 43 bathrooms,
and — wait for it — 65 fireplaces.
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Mendenhall Ice Caves
Alaska's Mendenhall Glacier holds a secret inside: Beautiful blue ice caves that glow
with ethereal light. Fortunately for visitors, they're relatively easy to access. The
glacier is just 12 miles from Juneau, and you can book guided hikes to the caves.

https://www.biltmore.com/blog/10-fast-facts-about-biltmore/
https://www.biltmore.com/blog/10-fast-facts-about-biltmore/
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Grand Prismatic Spring
Located in the Wyoming portion of Yellowstone National Park, the Grand Prismatic
Spring is the largest hot spring in the country and the third largest in the world. Its
rainbow hues are created by heat-loving microorganisms drawn to the
160-degree-Fahrenheit water — this is very much a case of "look, but don't touch."
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The Met Cloisters
If you came across these buildings and assumed you were in Europe, you wouldn't be
entirely wrong. Four historic cloisters from France were disassembled, shipped



around the world, and reassembled in New York City. They're now home to the
medieval branch of the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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Bonneville Salt Flats
Head west from Salt Lake City, Utah to find a salt-themed natural attraction: the
Bonneville Salt Flats. This popular photoshoot destination occupies 300,000 acres of
Utah's desert, every square inch covered in a flat salt crust.
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Death Valley National Park
California is home to some of the harshest environments in the United States,
including Death Valley, where the temperature has reached 134 degrees Fahrenheit.
But despite its extreme heat, the area is also extremely picturesque with colorful rock
formations, such as the ones at Zabriskie Point, shown here.
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St. Augustine
St. Augustine, Florida looks as if it was picked up from the Mediterranean and
shipped overseas. Many of the town's buildings feature Spanish-style architecture, a
nod to its Spanish colonial period in the 16th century.
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Hoh Rain Forest
It's easy to forget that the United States is home to a rain forest, largely because it's
not in a tropical climate. The Hoh Rain Forest is a temperate one in Washington's
Olympic National Park, where many surfaces — including trees — are blanketed in
thick moss.
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Portland Japanese Garden
The Portland Japanese Garden in Oregon has been hailed as "the most beautiful and
authentic Japanese garden in the world outside of Japan” by Nobuo Matsunaga, the
former Ambassador of Japan to the United States. The garden's 12 acres once
belonged to a zoo!
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Mono Lake

https://japanesegarden.org/about-portland-japanese-garden/
https://japanesegarden.org/about-portland-japanese-garden/
http://jp2pix.com/


One of the oldest lakes in the country, formed an estimated 1 million years ago, Mono
Lake in California is extremely salty. It's known for its limestone tufa tower
formations, which jut out of the lake.
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Molokini Crater
Look down as you're flying into Kahului Airport on Maui, Hawaii, and you might spot
this crescent-shaped island in the sea. This is the Molokini Crater, a former volcano
that's now one of the best snorkeling and diving destinations in the Hawaiian Islands.
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http://parks.ca.gov/?page_id=514


Pella, Iowa
The town of Pella, Iowa is very proud of its Dutch heritage. How can you tell?
Downtown is home to the tallest working grain windmill in the country. There's also
the Molengracht Canal, which is reminiscent of Amsterdam's own canal system — it's
even lined with Amsterdam-style architecture!
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Sequim, Washington
No, these fragrant lavender fields are not in the south of France. They're found in
Sequim, Washington, which hosts an annual lavender festival each summer.
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Castello di Amorosa
A medieval building and vineyards? This must be Italy! Or... California's Napa Valley.
Castello di Amorosa winery was inspired by 13th-century Tuscan architecture.
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Crater Lake
Crater Lake, the namesake and highlight of Crater Lake National Park in Oregon, is
set in the caldera of an ancient volcano. At nearly 2,000 feet deep, it's the deepest
lake in the United States.
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Antelope Canyon
Antelope Canyon is perhaps the best-known slot canyon in the United States, and it's
not hard to see why. Located on Navajo lands in Arizona, the narrow canyon
showcases beautiful colors and dramatic beams of light.
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Vizcaya Museum and Gardens
Built in 1916, Vizcaya in Miami was the former home of businessman James Deering
and is now a National Historic Landmark and museum. Its architecture reflects a
blend of Italian styles, from Renaissance to Baroque. The 10-acre formal Italian
gardens are a must-see.
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Hamilton Pool Preserve
Hamilton Pool Preserve looks like a Mexican cenote (a water-filled sinkhole), but it's
located just west of Austin, Texas. Unfortunately, swimming is not currently allowed
here, due to the danger of rock falls, but it's a beautiful spot to hike regardless. Just
note that reservations are required!
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Vail, Colorado
The ski destination of Vail, Colorado feels more akin to a Bavarian town than an
American one. Its downtown area, called Vail Village, was inspired by Alpine
mountain villages.
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The Palouse
If you're yearning for the hills of Ireland, did you know you can find something very
similar in Idaho? The Palouse is a wheat-growing region with rolling hills — they're
emerald green in the spring, then turn yellow-gold in the summer and fall.
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Boldt Castle
Hotelier George C. Boldt built this castle for his wife, Louise, on Heart Island in New
York's Thousand Lakes region in 1900. There are six buildings to explore, including
the impressive Power House shown here.
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Great Sand Dunes National Park



Towering sand dunes aren't limited to broad deserts or coastal regions. Just take a
look at Great Sand Dunes National Park in Colorado, a 30-mile area with the United
States' tallest dunes, which reach up to 750 feet tall.
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Oneonta Gorge
Part of the Columbia River Gorge in Oregon, Oneonta Gorge is a lichen-lined slot
canyon that ends at the scenic Lower Oneonta Falls. Be prepared to wade through
chest-deep water (or sometimes even swim) to get here.
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Solvang, California



Solvang isn't your typical California town. Located just 45 minutes outside Santa
Barbara, it's known for its Danish-style architecture, Danish-inspired shops, and its
wine — okay, that last one is pretty Californian!
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Badlands National Park
Looking out onto the Badlands, you could easily imagine that you were on another
planet. But these abstract rock formations are found in South Dakota. The national
park is also home to a population of bison, bighorn sheep, and prairie dogs for the
animal lovers out there.
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Everglades National Park



Florida's signature ecosystem, the Everglades, is the largest tropical wilderness in the
United States, covering some 1.5 million acres. It's filled with mangrove forests,
freshwater sloughs, and even pinelands, as well as resident creatures like manatees,
Florida panthers, and alligators.
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Hubbard Glacier
When you think about the world's glaciers, you're probably picturing Antarctica or
Greenland. But Alaska is home to quite a few spectacular glaciers, including the
Hubbard Glacier in Wrangell–St. Elias National Park and Preserve, which has
400-foot-tall ice cliffs.
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Dry Tortugas National Park
Located some 70 miles off the coast of Key West, Florida, Dry Tortugas National
Park is one of the least-visited national parks in the country. Of its 100 square miles,
just 0.2 of them are land, with the rest being open water. The main land-based
attraction is the historic Fort Jefferson. While underwater, you can snorkel and dive
around reefs and even a shipwreck.
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Bryce Canyon National Park
Bryce Canyon in Utah is home to the world's largest collection of hoodoos. What are
hoodoos? They're towers of soft rock that are whittled away by wind and water to
create rows of spire-like rock formations.
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Skagit Valley, Washington
The most famous tulip garden in the world is the grand Keukenhof in the Netherlands,
but if you can't swing an international trip, book a flight to Washington's Skagit
Valley instead. The annual Skagit Valley Tulip Festival celebrates the blooming of its
massive tulip fields each spring.
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Cannon Beach
Oregon's Cannon Beach is known for its long, flat sandy plains and the monumental
Haystack Rock. Catch it on a particularly moody day at golden hour, and you've got
the makings of a great photograph.
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Nā Pali Coast State Park
If Hawaii's Nā Pali Coast on the island of Kauai looks like something out of Jurassic
Park, that's because it is. The film was shot here; the lush mountains and cliffs served
as Isla Nublar.
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Flushing, Queens
The New York metropolitan area is home to the largest population of Chinese people
outside of Asia — it has six distinct Chinatowns within city limits. One of the largest
communities is in the Flushing neighborhood of Queens.
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Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore
Part of Michigan's 42-mile-long Pictured Rocks National Lakeshore is lined with
colorful sandstone formations that have been carved by Lake Superior into caves,
arches, and other unusual shapes. Sometimes you can even see waterfalls cascade
down the cliffs, which reach 200 feet in height.
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Ah-Shi-Sle-Pah Wilderness
The Ah-Shi-Sle-Pah Wilderness in New Mexico looks as if it's the surface of the moon,
filled with striated badlands and wonky hoodoos. You can also find fossils here —
from dinosaur bones to petrified wood.


